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From the President
If all goes as planned you will be reading this within about 6 to 7 weeks
from having received your last Rover-Landers newsletter. Not bad! I would
like to thank Neil Andrews for his past efforts as Editor, and welcome Dave
Blair to the post.
For those who did not make it out to the Snowflake Chase, you missed a
great day. The weather was incredible and we had 19 vehicles turn out ranging
from S1’s (the real ones) to a SII Discovery. There were even a couple
Toyotas thrown into the mix. Those who did not master the technique of driving "on" the snow, soon found themselves in need of assistance.
At last weekends 4WDABC (Four Wheel Drive Association of BC) AGM
the Rover-Landers application for membership was approved. I believe that we
are the largest member club of the association. Association events can be found
in our calendar of events, so come out and lend your support.
We are off to a great start to the year!
John Parsons

From the Editor
Hi, All
The greatest plans of mice and men are...usually about equal! At least that’s
how I feel after planning to get this first issue out to you by the end of March.
Now early April has come and I’m still finishing off the loose ends. The first is
usually the toughest on these types of projects, so here’s hoping that next time
I’ll be on time.
My goal as newsletter editor is to send out a newsletter every time I get
enough stuff together to fill it — hopefully as often as once a month. But as
you will be able to tell, I’m not a writer. So, I need you! Send your stories and
pictures (with descriptions) to me by email at daveblair@bcnewsgroup.com
Your submissions don’t have to be official Rover-Lander events, just Rover
related. I look forward to hearing from you.
One of the new features that we will be trying is a colour cover. Alan Gillies
of Printer Solutions has graciously agreed to print off up to 100 covers per issue
at no charge to us. Please see the ad from their company on page 9, and remember them next time you need to buy a printer for your work.
Dave Blair
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2000-2

Number 9

General
Information
Thank you to all those who contributed to this newsletter. There are several stories and photos submitted
which will be held over until next
issue, so if you don’t see yours, don’t
worry – we’ll use them soon! Send
mail to “Newsletter Editor” at the
address below, or email to
daveblair@bcnewsgroup.co>.
The Rover-Landers of BC
Newsletter Editor
33226 Dalke Avenue
Mission, BC V2V 6Y2
Special thanks goes to our advertisers who make the publication of this
newsletter possible. Please show your
support by visiting these companies.
The Rover-Landers of BC has an
Internet home page. Visit our site at:
http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca.
Services provided by ICS
(Imaginative Computer Solutions),
North Vancouver.

Cover Picture
Featured on the cover of this issue
is a shot from the very top of the sand
pile during the Snowflake Chase. Kris
Maksymiuk did the duty of climbing
the hill (one step forward and two
steps back) for the shot. Thanks, Kris!
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Elected Rover-Landers Executive
President:
John Parsons
(604) 534-8940
johnpar@cirgraph.com

Vice President:
Mark Uncao
(604) 984-8154
symbol@pop2.intergate.bc.ca

Treasurer:
Greg Knobloch
(604) 904-0093
greg@paxdigitum.com

Secretary:
Neil Andrews
(604) 985-4207
nandrews@sfu.ca

Member at Large:
Don MacDonald
(604) 988-7031
landrover@direct.ca

Volunteer Rover-Landers Members
Newsletter:
4WDABC Liaison:
Merchandise Managers:
Int’l Correspondent:
Webmasters:

Dave Blair
Karl Nylund
Mark Uncao
Aidan Gordon
John Davies
Gordon Ross
Don MacDonald

(604) 820-4650
(604) 864-2078
(604) 984-8154
(604) 324-2441
(604) 876-3524
(604) 734-4241
(604) 988-7031

Rover-Landers of BC is committed to the preservation, restoration and driving enjoyment
of Land Rover Vehicles. Events are targeted towards all members of the family.

Rover-Landers Stuff!!
T-Shirts
Long Sleeve
Shirts
Hooded
Sweatshirts
Coffee Mugs
Videos

For more details and to order
call Mark Uncao at
604-984-8154 or
symbol@pop2.intergate.bc.ca

ROVER

RESTORATIONS
Specializing in Series 1 Land Rovers, 1947-1958
Parts • Service • Restoration
of all other makes and models
Will pick up all kinds of wrecks
Telephone (250) 547-6179 Ask for Q
RR 1, S-0, C-9, 69 Westwood Road, Lumby, BC V0E 2G0
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Rover-Landers of British Columbia

2000 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Rover-Landers Monthly Meeting
3rd Thursday of the Month (Except December)
Next meeting will be held on April 20th

4 Wheel Drive Association of B.C.
3rd Tuesday of the Month
Next meeting will be held on April 18th

at Ricky's Family Restaurant
8958 - 152 St. (Evergreen Mall), Surrey, BC
7:30pm - 9pm (Come early for dinner)
4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday May 7 (Tentative)
Sunday May 22 (Tentative)
Vandusen ABFM 2000
15th Annual
Sat May 20th
Vandusen Botanical Gardens,
Vancouver
Show and Shine
Clear Creek Hot Springs
(East Harrison)
Sat May 20 - Sun May 21
Medium Off-Road
Day/Weekend event in conjunction
with the Coastal Cruisers
4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday June 11 (Tentative)
Sunday June 25 (Tentative)
4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday July 9 (Tentative)
Sunday July 23 (Tentative)
Western Washington ABFM
Fri July 21 - Sat July 22
Show and Shine

Placer/Ashnola
(Princeton)
Sat July 22 - Sun July 23
Light/Medium Off-Road
4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday Aug 6 (Tentative)
Sunday Aug 20 (Tentative)
Rally/BBQ
Sat Aug 5
Ladner/Derby Reach Park
TSD, or scavenger hunt style rally followed by a BBQ
Poison Mountain/Mud Lakes
(Pemberton)
Sat Aug 19 - Sun Aug 20
Light Off-Road
Northwest Challenge
(Portland, OR)
TBD (Sept/Oct)
Heavy Off-Road, team event
Portland ABFM
Fri Sept 1 - Sun Sept 3
Portland International Raceway, OR
Show and Shine

Want to go 4 wheeling, and no events are planned? Quite regularly our members get together for informal, non-sanctioned events, such as days of off roading or overnight campouts. Contact the executive or volunteers listed on page 2
and they’ll let you know if anyone wants to go out and play!

4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday Sept 10 (Tentative)
Sunday Sept 24 (Tentative)
Whipsaw Creek (Princeton/
Coalmont)
Sat Sept 30 - Sun Oct 1
Light/Medium Off-Road
4WDABC Sunrise Lake Cleanup
Sunday Oct 8 (Tentative)
Sunday Oct 22 (Tentative)
Hut Lake
(Squamish)
Sat Oct 28
Medium/heavy Off-Road
Founder’s Day
(Cloverdale)
Sat Nov 18
Snowflake Chase
Sat Dec 09
Light Off-Road
Christmas Party
Thursday Dec 21
Replaces monthly meeting
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Snowflake
Chase 2000
The first run of the year
gives us all a chance to
be kids in the snow...

Snow? Who needs it? Most of us
down here in the Valley are transplants
of one sort or another from snow
country. So why go looking for the
stuff if you don't have to? Well, in our
Rovers, snow presents a particularly
mushy challenge that we can only get
for a short time each year.
On the morning of February 26,
2000 we gathered, a rag-tag bunch of
Land Rover enthusiasts for just that
purpose. The Rover-Lander's annual
Snowflake Chase started at Michael's
Restaurant just east of Mission with a
hearty breakfast buffet. A few stragglers wolfed down breakfast in record
time, but we won't mention any
names, Don.
Tires deflated, hubs locked, and
engines purring, 20 or so Land Rovers
left the parking lot a few minutes after
9:00 am. The route was the Norrish
Creek logging road, which had been
checked out earlier in the morning by
several members. Access to this road
is conveniently across the railway
tracks from Michael's, down Hawkins
Pickle Road. (Does anyone have any
idea where this road got its name?!?)
A gathering point, and for some a pee
break, (me) then we hit the gravel and
we were on our way.
The group consisted of two Series
1s, three Discos, three Range Rovers,
a couple of Defender 90s and a mixture of Series 2 & 3 trucks, rounded
out by two Land Rover wanna-bees in
the form of Toyota Land Cruisers.
The first deviation from the main
route didn't find us any snow, but it
was a good warm up exercise. We
took a right turn down a track that led
over some fun terrain and a few tight
squeezes. While passengers in my

vehicle gasped a bit, no drivers had
any problems navigating this 1 km
lane with their trucks. There was a
lovely puddle with some large loose
rocks rolling around in it. I have to
admit I was worrying for the drivers of
the brand new Discoveries, but I

shouldn't have bothered as they all
took it in stride showing me what
tough stuff Solihill is still building into
their trucks. I can honestly say my
1998 Nissan Pathfinder would have
been protesting loudly through this
stretch. Up out of this lane and back
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onto the main logging road led us to a
side road to the left about 5 km later.
This road starts heading uphill,
which will obviously lead us to the
snowline. According to the map, it
looks as if this road joins up with
some other logging roads and comes
out along the east side of Stave Lake.
Fat chance of making it that far!
Within a kilometer we are climbing

steadily and beginning to see an accumulation of white stuff along the
fringe. Three kilometers and we were
beginning to stack up as the first in
line gets stuck for the first time.
Now the fun starts, and the whole
reason for having this run anyway –
see how far you can go before getting
stuck, which evolves into see how
many times you can get stuck, which

From US $444.00
For an ‘88’

1-888-880-2600
Call Toll Free

evolves into see how much you have
to shovel to get out, which further
evolves into see if you can get stuck
so badly that no-one can pull you out.
Wet west coast snow is a perfect environment for this type of evolution and
I think everybody took their turn to
one extent or another.
When it became obvious that we
had gone far enough, we stopped for

Your Alternative Source
For Series I, II and III

LAND ROVER
New and Used
Parts

Superior

PARABOLIC SPRINGS
For Land Rover SI, II, III
Highest Quality Made in North America

We also supply shock absorbers and other suspension components

TRANSFORM THE RIDE OF YOUR LAND ROVER
BOTH ON AND OFF ROAD
Wise Owl Innovations Inc. 3396 Marine Drive,
West Vancouver, BC, Canada, V7V 1M9

Rebuilt 2.25 Motors
Canvas Tops
Offset Rims
Parabolic Springs
Shipped economically anywhere in the
USA or Canada

WISE OWL INNOVATIONS INC
1-888-880-2600
www.wiseowlparts.com
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Snowflake Chase continued...

lunch. The lunch spot/turning point
was a bridge with a wider patch of
road that was convenient for turning
around. A few trucks had pushed
ahead about 200 more feet around the
bend, but that was pretty much the end
of the line. We played musical Land
Rovers trying to get everyone turned
around in a wide patch and move back
down the trail.
The way back was a breeze due to
well trodden, wide snow tracks. We
regrouped at the Y in the road. Several
of us found it rather comical that the
Toyota Land Cruisers both had to try
getting up the side of the sand pile
there. I had to admit, I was tempted as
well. Thanks to Kris for climbing to
the top to get pictures of the group.
At this point, several trucks, including ourselves had to leave. The rest
headed up to the Nicomen Mountain
lookout point for a great view of the
Fraser Valley.
Great weather and easy access to
snow made for a good day of adventure.
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Parts & Service
Rebuilt Engines
& Gearboxes

Complete Restorations
Accessories

Restoration Specialist for all British vehicles since 1982.

Phone: (250) 494-0646 • Summerland
We ship anywhere at reasonable rates.

printer solutions
Complete Land Rover Service
Land Rover Parts New & Used
Mechanical Service All Makes
RON TROCHE
6701 Kingsway
Burnaby BC V5E 1E4

Phone 604.524.3413
Fax 604.524.9312

Phone: (604) 325-3275
Fax: (604) 325-5623

11880 Mitchell Road
Mitchell Island, Richmond, BC V6V 1T7
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Granite City Campout
Recently several club members had a weekend campout
and this is the tale from the point of view of Willow, a 5
year old, very friendly Husky, who was along for the ride.

A Dog’s Eye View of
Roving

"What do you mean we have to
wait another couple of hours, you've
got the Rover packed and ready, we're
not dumb you know. How much longer do we have to wait in the driveway, we want to go now!!!"
Hey, what's this, the pace is speeding up, let's go. We are rushing now.
Okay we're in, off we go. 6:00 Whatcom Road, 6:00 Whatcom Road,
6:00 Whatcom Road. Uh oh surprise,
surprise - there's another dogs. Nev's
not going to like this one bit. Great, a
whole weekend of snarling, growling,
barking & shedding. No one told us
there would be more dogs, and it's
probably one of those kind that
behaves itself. Great! Wait Karl's not
here. Meet him at Prest Road, the
other side of Chilliwack, with another
dog. Okay, let's go.
Our convoy of 4 Land Rovers & 1
Land Cruiser then headed east towards
Hope and then onto Princeton via the
Crowsnest Pass. As darkness settled in
for the night us dogs laid down in our
Rovers for the long haul to Princeton.
After a pee break at Westgate our drivers gathered at the Bromley Station
Pub for some 10:00 p.m. burgers &
fries. Boy, was the music loud in there,
we could all here it in the parking lot,
it must have been worse in there. If all
four of had started howling, no one
would have heard. Haven't you heard
that ancient canine saying, "If a dog
howls in the parking lot of a pub, does
anybody hear it."
Stopped for petrol (hey, even us
dumb canines can do the Rover lingo),
in Princeton and wowzers we got
Jerky Treats. Gotta love this Land
Rover trekking stuff.

Date: March 31 - April 2 2000
Destination: Coalmont - Tulameen Valley
Base Camp: Granite City Forestry Campsite
Drivers & Passengers: Dave Tebbutt (Mission) & Jim
McEachern (Langley) Range Rover, Phil Armstrong
(Aldergrove) D90, Karl Nyland (Abbotsford) & Matt
(Chilliwack) '66 SII Truck, David & Pamela Blair
(Mission) '66 SII, Gord Land (Abbotsford) & Wanda
(Terrace) Toyota Land Cruiser.
Other Rovers: Sasha (Nyland), Taffy (Tebbutt), Neville
& Willow (Blair)

We had no
idea where we
(Nev & I) were
headed, this was
new sniffing territory for us. And
judging by the
way our dad
drove through the
streets of
Princeton, he had
no idea where he
was going either.
Arrived at
Coalmont about
10:45 p.m.,
crossed over the
Tulameen River
via Bettes
Avenue, to the Granite City Forestry
Campsite, 1.6 kms from the Coalmont
Hotel (which is pink!). Didn't even
spot any dogs in the sleepy little community of Coalmont. Oh did we mention the lady (Wanda) travelling with
Gord in the Land Cruiser was born in
Coalmont and then moved to the town
of Tulameen. Wowzers!
Finally we were out, it was dark
but clear with lots of stars. Everyone
set up their doghouses, oh I mean tents
very quickly. But what did we care,
we were too busy sniffing around to
see if any man-eating bears to flush
out. Surprisingly enough Nev was fine
with Sasha & Taffy, I guess he was too
happy to be out and about.
Next morning everyone was up
early, the night was a bit cool, I think
Sasha & Taf slept in their trucks, we
were on the ground, oh right we are
huskies, we like cold & snow.
This camping stuff is great, we got

Willow, with the free biscuit from the gas station.

Sasha, in her favourite spot sitting high in
Karl’s ‘88’.
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yellow cliffs to the left. In the setting
sun they were beautiful.
Back to camp and supper time
almost too tired to eat so all us dogs
passed out quick. Taffy in the drivers
set of her Range Rover, Sasha in the
back of her truck, Nev stretched out
on the cool ground and myself, I
curled up in the back of our little
Rover. It was a cool cool night for all.
The morning saw ice chunks floating
down the mighty Tulameen and frost
Neville, my pal, always happiest in the snow.
on the ends of Neville's fur. What, no
pancake mix, we love p'cakes on
Sunday mornings. Mum had to settle
was a bit hairy but we managed. Phil
for cinnamon-raisin toast with ginger
had the most trouble with his D90,
marmalade. I didn't hear any comfortunately there was enough 'big'
plaints from her as she snorfled back 3
strong men to push him around.
pieces at warp speed.
Heading back down we decided to
Taffy Tebbutt, I think this is the only time she
was dry all weekend.
Wanda wandered up to the old
try and run up the road to the old site
Coalmont Cemetery when her father is
of Blakeburn, high up the side of the
buried, and Matt went to check up on
all sorts of snacks for breakfast. It was mountain, which was once connected
old Johnny Chance and the hidden
to Coalmont by an aerial tram of
great, made by the guy with no leg.
1600'. It didn't take very much time at platinum caches at Granite City. Soon
His dog Taffy kept swimming in the
we were off again, stopped and gassed
all before we reached snow again. It
river, silly dog, us huskies don't like
was here that Phil grew bored and pro- up at the Petrocan in Princeton where
water.
some nice person gave all us dogs big
ceded to get himself stuck (sort of) in
Hey we are off again, kind of
a ditch. Dave Tebbutt, Jim, Taffy, Phil dog biscuits. We like Roving.
bumpy though. We set off back over
Over the Similkimeen River and up
Granite Creek, with a once around the & us then pulled over into a nice
clearing where there was great piles of the Copper Mountain Road we rode,
old townsite, no stopping though.
this time we were in the lead, sun was
firewood. Karl, Matt, Sasha, Gord &
Could have been some good sniffing,
out and we were all getting warm.
Wanda headed up the road to
maybe even the ghost of old Johnny
Passed the turnoff to the Allenby Station
Chance himself. Headed up and north- Blakeburn but had to turn back
and continued to climb up. Passed on by
ish into the Hozameen Range. It didn't because of heavy snow.
Smelter Lakes (one of man's great
Heading back to base camp we
take long before we hit snow, then for
disasters) no chance of getting a drink
were all either frazzled or restless.
the next little while it was drive and
there! Passed by the Copper Mtn Mine
Karl, Matt, Phil & Jim headed back
get stuck, drive and get stuck, drive
gates and down the Wolfe-Belgie
and get stuck. We were able to get out out to go explore and play on the
Forestry Road. Road was good, muddy
a few times and run in the snow. Dave abandoned KVR railbed and see how
Tebbutt and Jim had some fuel related far they could get, whilst the rest of us but clear, lots of snow on the sides and
problem with the red Range Rover, but stayed back at camp and snoozed. Nev active logging going on. We nearly got
taken out by a skidder at one point. Karl
seemed to fare alright after that. Gord was very tired today. Taffy was play& Matt who were in the front suddenly
ing in the river again.
& Wanda passed Dave Tebbutt and
blasted over the CB " I don't know
Before supper Dave Tebbutt, Jim,
zoomed off ahead in the Cruiser strugwhere the hell we are, but there's a skidPhil & Matt headed out to locate a
gling quite a bit with the incline and
der coming right me!" Headed down
route through to the Roaney Creek
the ice. Climbing up more we were
the side of the mountain in the general
crossing. We headed south along the
able to see the townsite of Coalmont
KVR Railbed and then out over a sec- direction of the Similkimeen River on
far below, sun was out, things were
an good windy road. Coming to rest at
tion of the Tulameen Riverbed that
good
was dry and rocky. Checked out some the entrance to the Placer-Belgie
Eventually we were getting no
Forestry Road. Consensus was taken
interesting campsites and found ourwhere very fast and decided to turn
around and head down. Navigating the selves at the one of the old rail bridges that we would all make out way back to
the Fraser Valley, it now being about
at a bend in the Tulameen with rustynarrow snowy road to turn around in
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4:00 ish. It was warm and we were all
dirty & tired. Dave Tebbutt, Jim, Gord
& Wanda stopped in Hope for chow
and we with Karl, Matt & Sasha carried on home.
Willow Blair

TRIVIA:

-Tulameen - means Red Earth
- Princeton was called Vermilion Forks until 1860
- Coalmont founded at the turn of the century was
once touted as "the city of destiny"
- The Tulameen River is one of only two areas in
the world to produce free running platinum. The other
is the Amur in Russia.
- Granite City once housed over 200 buildings with
13 saloons and 2000 people. It was once the largest city
in in the B.C. interior.
- A 20 lb. bucket of platinum is buried somewhere
on the site of Granite City.
- $90,000 in gold was taken out of Granite Creek
in it's first 3 months of operation.
- The F.P. Cook store, the only identifiable building
in Granite City was once the oldest established trading
posts in the Similkimeen.

4WDABC AGM Report
Well, the AGM is over for another
year. I met some new faces and hope
tomeet more of you in the future. The
AGMs and Conventions seem to get
better and better each year. This years
sensational highlight was the fantastic
obstacle course created by Daryl of the
High Country Explorers (who hosted
the AGM). Probably about 50 association trucks participated (including me)
in the competition. There were 2 classes, stockers (or close to it) and modified. Several hundred people turned
out to see this event and none were
disappointed with the many 2 and 3
wheelies pulled off, the one flop over
of a truck and several tires pulled off
rims, not to mention the mud hole
excitement. Considering the difficulty
of the course and the number of trucks
involved there was very little break-

age. A large thanks to the High
Country Explorers for the excellent
weekend.
Our new President is Mike Allan of
the North Cariboo Off Road
Adventurers Society. VP is Brad Reid
of the Coastal Cruisers, Secretary is
Joel Bennett an individual, while Stan
Hembrough of the Coastal Cruisers
has returned for another term as treasurer. Congrats to all. The discussion
and selection of just one person to be
the Four Wheeler of the Year was very
difficult, but after much deliberation
Brad Reid was chosen by those present as Four Wheeler of the Year.
Congratulations Brad. With Joel’s new
position on the Board of Directors and
other duties he has assumed, he will
not be running for re-election as
Region 2 VP on Tuesday. So is anyone

interested in running for this position?
Someone can nominate you or you can
nominate yourself at the meeting on
Tuesday (Ricky’s on 152nd and Fraser
Hwy Surrey. Start time 7:30) All are
welcome to come out to this meeting.
Thank you
Wesley Rempel
4WDABC Individual member rep.
and now also Membership
Co-ordinator
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March Meeting Minutes
March 16, 2000
In Attendance:

- Gary will look into other (cheaper) types
of material for stickers (some material
can be bought to print stickers on a
regular ink jet printer)
- Dave commented that if stickers can be
made cheaply then the club can possibly make special events stickers

Items of Business:

4) 4WDABC Update (Karl Nylund)
- no update since the 4WD meeting on the
3rd Tuesday falls after the 3rd
Thursday of the month this month
- Will take Rover-Landers club application
to the meeting

Don MacDonald, Jeff London, Karl
Nylund, Alicia Mellenger, Greg Pollock,
Andre Maier, Phil Armstrong, Karl Hanka
(guest), Dave Blair, Matt Blair (son of
Dave), John Parsons, Neil Andrews, Greg
Knobloch, Gary Spicer
1) Financial Report (Greg Knobloch)
- 1999 Year End
- Revenue $5595.83
- Costs $3785.24
- Surplus $1810.59
- 2000 (year-to-date)
- Revenue $1432.05
- Operating Costs $354.26
- Funds to 4WDABC $636.00
- Surplus $441.79
2) Newsletter (Dave Blair)
- As always, we need articles and photos
(contact Dave Blair for submissions)
- Please warn Dave if you send a large file
over email
3) Club Stickers
- We need to buy more club logo stickers,
not all members have received their
sticker this year because the supply
has run out
- These people will look into sticker prices
- Don ordered stickers last time but they
were made in Whistler and the cost
was about $1 each regardless of order
size
- Don will call around to look at prices for
both inner and outer side stickers

5) Events
- April 8-9 Harrison Lake trip (details sent
to members)
- Possible future events
- Andre - rumor says a guy made it from
the top of Pitt Lake to the Whistler
region; need to barge trucks to top of
lake, lots of roads from there
- Greg Pollock - possible trip to Bowen
Island
- Dave - a trip from Williams Lake to W.
Harrison (3-4 days) would make a
good summer trip
- Other possible areas: Sunshine Coasts
(lots of roads to explore there), Blue
Mtn. (people are still getting into this
area)
- Karl - set up a club deal for a Wilderness
survival/first aid course

stories
- Possible speakers
- North Shore Search and Rescue (Don
knows a contact person)
- Someone from Forestry
- Rep. from LR Canada (topic - future of
LR?)
- Steve Barron (maybe Steve would do
another talk on making a first aid kit)
- LR Technician
- Movies
- Clubs has movies for: Hemlock 1994,
Hut Lake 1999, Parade 1998
- Andre has videos for mud run, clear
creek, ARC trials
- Phil has 2hrs of B2B video from Mexico,
up through Death Valley and the
Rubicon
- Let us know what Land Rover movies
you own
7) 50/50 Draw
- Total collected $17
- Winner: Andre Maier

6) How to make meetings more interesting
- Slide shows, guest speakers, off-road

PARTS
FULL SELECTION OF
SPECIALIZING IN • SERVING YOU SINCE 1949
VERY, •
LAND ROVER, DISCO VER • SAME LOCATION
RANGE RO

922-6010
522 - 16th Ave., West Vancouver
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Rovers on the
web
Did you know that there are over 80
different postage stamps that feature
Land Rovers. These come from many
countries of the world, the majority
not even commonwealth countries.
This months web site features the collecting of Rover Stamps.
Go to: http://www.regiments.org/
rover/lrstamps.htm to see for yourself!

Computer Games Anyone?
This shot from the new Lara Croft adventure paints us as
the bad guys, but so what, its a Rover!

UK Trek & Traction
Parts Ltd.
Genuine Rover Parts
For Series I, II, III Land Rovers
“What you need, When you need it.”

Phone: (604)888-2813

Aart Van Der Star

Fax: (604)888-8889

Get the dirt on a Discovery Series II.
%4.9%*2000
Test drive the
$499$Discovery
original luxury SUV.
Series II
a month
DISCOVERY SERIES II

Land Rover of Richmond
Cowell Impoerts Inc.
5680 Parkwood Way
273-6068

*Lease rates are those offered by Land Rover Financial Services only (O.A.C.). MSRP for 2000 Discovery Series II entry model is $46,900. Example: $46,900 at 4.9% over 36 months is $499 per month with down payment or trade-in of $8,287. C.O.B. is $4,677. Total obligation is $26,251.
First month’s lease payment and a security deposit of approximately one month’s lease payment are required upon signing. Options, taxes, transportation ($895), lease administration fee ($475), licensing, registration and insurance are extra. Monthly payment, C.O.B. and total obligation
will vary depending on amount borrowed. Annual kilometers limited to 20,000, $0.15 per excess kilometer. Vehicles subject to availability. See Retailer for details. This limited time offer applies to all new 2000 Discovery Series II models and may not be combined with any other offer.
Delivery must be taken by June 30, 2000. © Land Rover Canada. A BMW Group Company. Land Rover is a registered trademark of Rover Group Ltd., used under licence by Land Rover Canada.

PERMANENT
4-WHEEL DRIVE

7,700 LBS.
Towing
Capacity

Electronic
Traction
Control

Front & Rear
Fog Lamps

